This article investigates uncertainty analysis for system with aleatory and epistemic uncertainties and defines a sensitivity analysis indicator to measure the effect of imprecise parameter with epistemic uncertainty on system output, and an efficient numerical simulation methodology is proposed to evaluate the uncertainty analysis and sensitivity analysis indicator. System inputs have aleatory uncertainties defined by probability density functions, and distribution parameters of probability density functions are imprecise due to epistemic uncertainties and are defined by fuzzy sets with membership functions. System will fail to operate when output is less than or equal to zero, and we define membership function of reliability index as system output for uncertainty analysis, and sensitivity analysis indicator associated with an imprecise parameter is defined by absolute difference between original membership function and conditional membership function of reliability index when eliminating epistemic uncertainty relevant to the parameter of interest. Direct evaluation is a time-consuming coupled several-loop Monte Carlo sampling procedure. Thus, we propose an improved importance sampling method for efficient evaluation of uncertainty analysis and sensitivity analysis indicator. Using the proposed improved importance sampling method, only one importance sampling run with a set of input-output importance sampling samples is required to solve uncertainty analysis and sensitivity analysis indicator. Three examples are employed to demonstrate computational efficiency of the proposed method.
Introduction
Engineering systems meet various uncertain factors within the durations, such as the fluctuation of load, the variation of material properties, and the tolerance of geometric dimensions, and system output performance is commonly affected by these uncertain elements. 1 Engineers are usually interested in how these uncertain parameters affect the performance of interest and focus on quantifying the effect. Sensitivity analysis (SA) is a critical technique of risk assessment determining the effect of the system input uncertain parameter on the output performance, and the major inputs and minor ones can be further identified by the magnitude of sensitivity analysis indicator (SAI), which is very significant in risk analysis and risk control, and then available resources can be assigned to these risk sources according to their importance. Recently, many SA methods focusing on epistemic uncertainty have been proposed in the available references, such as screening methods, 2 scatter plots and correlation coefficients methods, 3, 4 linear regression methods, 5 variance-based sensitivity methods, [6] [7] [8] [9] moment-independent methods, [10] [11] [12] [13] information-based methods, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] non-parametric approaches (input-output correlation), 19, 20 time-independent method 21 and dynamic methods, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] fuzzy sets-based method, [27] [28] [29] and so on. Some works have summarized the recent advances of the SA techniques. [30] [31] [32] [33] These SAIs are appropriate for systems with epistemic uncertainty.
Available studies also focus on another situation in which the system inputs have aleatory uncertainties described by probability density functions (PDFs) but distribution parameters of the PDFs of the system inputs are not well known, and these imprecise distribution parameters can be described by epistemic uncertainties. 34, 35 Based on this basic idea, the authors and the previous co-authors have proposed a variancebased sensitivity indicator of failure probability of system subjected to both aleatory uncertainties and epistemic uncertainties in the previous works, [36] [37] [38] and the authors have also developed an efficient simulation method to solve the proposed sensitivity indicator. 39 Available studies [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] have employed another PDF to define the epistemic uncertainty associated with the imprecise distribution parameter. In fact, nonprobabilistic methods, including interval theory, fuzzy set with possibility theory, and evidence theory, are also effective methodologies to deal with the imprecision associated with engineering problems. 40 Compared with the PDF, the non-probabilistic methods require less sample data and are appropriate for the situation of the epistemic uncertainty in the imprecise distribution parameter. 40 In this study, we employ the PDFs to define the aleatory uncertainties in the system inputs and use fuzzy set with membership function (MF) to rationally define the epistemic uncertainty associated with the imprecise distribution parameter, and then we investigate the output performance of system under the mixed uncertainties. SA of the output performance with respect to epistemically uncertain parameter is investigated. A direct solving method and an improved method are proposed to estimate the output performance and the SA. Three examples are employed to verify the computational efficiency of the proposed method.
This article is organized as follows: section ''Uncertainty analysis of system with the mixed uncertainties'' proposes uncertainty analysis of system with the mixed uncertainties, and section ''SA for epistemically uncertain parameter'' proposes SAI. Section ''Direct sampling-based solving method'' proposes the direct solving method, and section ''Proposed importance sampling-based method'' develops the improved simulation method. Three examples are given in section ''Examples.'' Finally, conclusions are obtained in section ''Conclusion.'' Uncertainty analysis of system with the mixed uncertainties
For the system with both epistemic and aleatory uncertainties, the corresponding performance function is defined by
where y denotes system output, and X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n ) are n system inputs with aleatory uncertainties defined by PDFs; and u = (u 1 , . . . , u p ) are p imprecise distribution parameters due to the presence of epistemic uncertainties described by fuzzy sets using MFs.
Detailed discussions on the characteristics, similarities, and differences for aleatory uncertainty and epistemic uncertainty can be found in the literature. [41] [42] [43] [44] More discussions on the mixture of aleatory and epistemic uncertainties both described by the PDFs can be found in the literature. [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] We will focus on equation (1) with the mixture of aleatory uncertainties described by PDFs and epistemic uncertainties defined by fuzzy sets using MFs. System inputs X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n ) are independent normal inputs with mean vector m = (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n ) and standard deviation vector s = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n ), and mean vector m = (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n ) are imprecise due to epistemic uncertainties, which are defined by fuzzy sets using MFs. It is supposed that imprecise mean m i = (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) has the following MF imprecise mean vector m will become an ML-interval set m(
. Imprecise mean vector m takes any value within the ML-interval set m(l k ), such as m =m j (l k ), the PDF of system inputs X with aleatory uncertainties are denoted by
In this work, standard deviation vector s is a constant vector, and thus a valuem j (l k ) of m corresponds to a unique PDF of system inputs X, leading to a unique value P f ½m j (l k ) for failure probability, implying that failure probability can be uniquely expressed by the function of m. The failure probability P f (m) for equation (1) is defined by
where f X (xjm, s) is the PDF of system inputs X with imprecise mean vector m and constant standard deviation vector s; F = fxjg(x; m, s) ł 0g represents failure domain where system output is less than or equal to zero; O denotes the whole space of system inputs X; I F (x), while I F (x) = 1 if g(x; m, s) ł 0 and I F (x) = 0 otherwise, is a failure indicator function. It is evident that failure probability P f (m) is a fuzzy set defined by a membership function MF P f (m) (P f (m), P c f (m), P f (m)) because imprecise mean vector m = (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n ) has epistemic uncertainties defined by fuzzy sets using MFs.
For the sake of convenience, reliability index will be used, and P f (m) in equation (3) can be accordingly transformed as
where F À1 is the inverse cumulative distribution function of standardized normal distribution. For the same reason, reliability index b(m) is also a fuzzy set defined by a membership function MF b(m) (b(m), b c (m), b(m)) due to uncertainty propagation from imprecise mean vector m = (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n ). MF of reliability index will be regarded as system output performance.
It is noted that the epistemic uncertainty associated with the imprecise distribution parameter m = (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n ) is defined by the PDF in the previous work. 36 The different descriptions of the epistemic uncertainty can affect the uncertainty analysis (UA). In the work by Wang et al., 36 the system output can be defined by a family of the PDFs (leading to a family of failure probabilities) because of the fact that a realization of the epistemic uncertainties m = (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n ) can lead to a unique PDF of the aleatory uncertainties X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n ) and a unique PDF of the system output. In other words, the epistemic uncertainties in the imprecise distribution parameter m = (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n ) can affect the aleatory uncertainties in the X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n ), and the aleatory uncertainties can further affect the uncertainty of the system output defined in equation (1), and finally they can affect the uncertainty of the failure probability. For the sake of the convenience, the variance of the failure probability is regarded as the standard of the UA in the study by Wang et al. 36 In this work, the epistemic uncertainty associated with the imprecise distribution parameter m = (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n ) is defined by the fuzzy sets, according to the work by Aven et al. 40 The system output can be affected by the aleatory uncertainties X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n ) defined by the PDFs and the epistemic uncertainty m = (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n ) defined by the fuzzy sets. Meanwhile, the epistemic uncertainties in the imprecise distribution parameter m = (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n ) can affect the aleatory uncertainties in the X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n ), and the aleatory uncertainties can further affect the uncertainty of the system output defined in equation (1), and finally they can affect the uncertainty of the failure probability in equation (3) and the reliability index in equation (4) . In this work, the MF of the reliability index is considered as the standard of the UA, as defined by equation (4) .
SA for epistemically uncertain parameter
In section ''Uncertainty analysis of system with the mixed uncertainties,'' we have investigated UA of systems subjected to both aleatory uncertainties of system inputs defined by PDFs and epistemic uncertainties of imprecise mean vector defined by fuzzy sets using MFs. Next, we will propose an SAI to measure the effect of an imprecise mean with epistemic uncertainty defined by a fuzzy set using MF on system output performance, and a discussion on the proposed SAI will be given.
Proposed SAI
The area surrounded by the membership function
can measure uncertain degree associated with system output performance, that is, reliability index b. If more data have been collected and epistemic uncertainty in an imprecise mean m i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) can be reduced or eliminated, indicating that m i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) is not uncertain but is a deterministic value, uncertain degree in reliability index, and the area should be decreased at this time, and the reduced area can be employed to define the sensitivity of system output performance with respect to m i and measure the effect of m i on system output performance. Thus, a simple and effective SAI can be defined by
where j j means the sign of absolute value; S i is SAI of imprecise mean m i , as illustrated in Figure 2 , in which the total area with shadow defines the effect of m i on system output performance. Analogous to equation (5), another SAI, which defines the sensitivity of system output performance with respect to two epistemically uncertain means and measures the joint effect of two imprecise means on system output performance, can be defined by
Analogous to equations (5) and (6), the third SAI, which measures the residual effect of m j on system output performance on condition that epistemic uncertainty relevant to m i has been eliminated and m i has become a deterministic value, can be defined by
It is noted that the epistemic uncertainty associated with the imprecise distribution parameter m = (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n ) is defined by the PDF in the previous work. 36 The different descriptions of the epistemic uncertainty can affect the SA. In the study by Wang et al., 36 the percentage of the expected reduction in the variance of failure probability after eliminating the epistemic uncertainty in m i (or m i taking different realizations) is employed to define the SAI for m i . In this work, the absolute area difference in the MF of the reliability index after eliminating the epistemic uncertainty in m i (or m i taking the core m c i ) is employed to define the SAI for m i , as defined in equation (5).
Discussion on the SAI
The following will discuss the mathematical properties of proposed SAI.
This property bounds the possible range of S i . It is easy to understand that holds due to the fact that inequality
always holds.
Property 2:
This property gives the possible bound of joint effect S ij .
Proof of property 2: (a) Proof:
, and we can have
If y depends on both m i and m j , it is evident that S ij .S i holds. Thus, we can get S i ł S ij .
(b) Proof: S ij ł S i + S jji .
The indicator S ij can be rewritten as the following form
Combining equations (8) and (9), we can have
Direct sampling-based solving method
Next, we will give the direct sampling-based method to solve UA and SA, that is, MF of reliability index (4) and SAI S i in equation (5) .
In section ''Uncertainty analysis of system with the mixed uncertainties,'' we have investigated UA of system with both epistemic and aleatory uncertainties, in which system inputs with aleatory uncertainties are defined by PDFs and imprecise means with epistemic uncertainties are defined by fuzzy sets using MFs. We find that system output performance has become a fuzzy set due to uncertainty propagation from the epistemic uncertainties of imprecise means. When ML takes value ofl k (0 łl k ł 1), MF of imprecise mean vector m will degenerate into an ML-interval set m(l k ). When imprecise mean vector m takes different values
. . , P f ½m n EU (l k ) for failure probability, and all these values can be bounded by the minimum and maximum limits, that is, P f (l k ) and P f (l k ). When ML takes different valuesl 1 ,l 2 , . . . ,l n ML , we can get a number of minimum limits P f (l 1 ), P f (l 2 ), . . . , P f (l n ML ) and maximum limits
If we can obtain the estimated results of the limits P f (l 1 ), P f (l 2 ), . . . , P f (l n ML ) and
can be further obtained by equation (4) . Evaluations of maximum limits and minimum limits for failure probability at different MLs are the core of UA. The following provides the detailed procedure of evaluation of UA:
1. ML takes n ML valuesl 1 ,l 2 , . . . ,l k , . . . ,l n ML , and imprecise mean vector m will become an ML-interval set m(l k ) atl k , and imprecise failure probability P f (m) and imprecise reliability index b(m) will also become an MLinterval set
b(l k ), respectively. Optimization algorithm and stochastic sampling method can be employed to estimate the lower and upper limits of the ML-interval set, and stochastic sampling method is used here. 2. Uniformly generate n EU valuesm 1 (l k ),m 2 (l k ), . . . ,m l (l k ), . . . ,m nEU (l k ) for imprecise mean vector m within the ML-interval set m(l k ) atl k , and P f ½m 1 (l k ), P f ½m 2 (l k ), . . . , P f ½m 1 (l k ); . . . ; P f ½m n EU (l k ) can be evaluate using Monte Carlo simulation method
where x p is the pth sample generated by the PDF f X (xjm l (l k ), s)(k = 1, 2, . . . , n ML ; l = 1, 2, . . . , n EU ) using the pseudo-random number generator, and Nm l (l k ) is the total number of sample. 3. Estimate the lower and upper limits of the ML-
4. Repeat steps 1-3 to obtain the minimum and maximum limits for imprecise reliability index (5) and (10) show that we need 2 3 P n ML i = 1 P n EU j = 1 Nm l (l k ) samples to estimate S i , and need (n + 1) 3 P n ML i = 1
Proposed importance sampling-based method
In this section, we will discuss the shortcomings of classical importance sampling (IS) method. And we will discuss the common properties relevant to aleatory uncertainties defined by PDFs f X (xjm l (l k ), s) (k = 1, 2, . . . , n ML ; l = 1, 2, . . . , n EU ) in equation (10) where imprecise mean m with epistemic uncertainty has taken a certain valuem l (l k ), and an improved IS method will be proposed. Finally, an improved ISbased procedure will be proposed to efficiently estimate UA in section ''Uncertainty analysis of system with the mixed uncertainties'' and SA in section ''SA for epistemically uncertain parameter.''
Traditional IS method
The IS method focuses on the situation with normal independent system inputs. For other situations, such as non-normal random system inputs and correlated normal random system inputs, the Nataf transformation 46, 47 and Copula function 48, 49 can be employed to transform them into normal independent inputs. For limit state function y = g(X), the corresponding failure probability P f can be estimated by IS method as follows
where f X (xjm, s) denotes the PDF of random inputs X; F = fg(x) ł 0g is the failure domain; I F (x), while I F (x) = 1 if g(x) ł 0 and I F (x) = 0 otherwise, is an indicator function; f Ã X (xjm Ã , s Ã ) is an IS PDF introduced to reduce variance of the estimator; v(x) = f X (xjm, s)=f Ã X (xjm Ã , s Ã ) are importance weights; E½ is the expectation. Failure probability P f can be approximated bŷ
where the sample points x i (i = 1, . . . , N ) are generally generated by the pseudo-random number generator according to the IS PDF f
is crucial to improve simulation efficiency and computational accuracy for equation (16) . The traditional IS method is to shift sampling center from original points in the standard Gaussian space to design points on the failure surface. 50 In general, design points can be identified by the Hasofer-Lind-Rackwitz-Fiessler (HLRF) algorithm, which was originally developed by Hasofer and Lind 51 and later was extended to non-normal variables by Rackwitz and Fiessler. 52 The IS PDF f Ã X (xjm Ã , s Ã ) in equation (16) can be constructed at the obtained design points, and then IS method can be performed.
In this study, in order to estimate MF of imprecise reliability index, that is, MF b(m) (b(m), b c (m), b(m)) as shown in section ''Direct sampling-based solving method,'' we require to estimate a number of failure probabilities P f ½m l (l k )(k = 1, 2, . . . , n ML ; l = 1, 2, . . . , n EU ) in equation (10) . If all of these failure probabilities are estimated by the traditional IS method in equations (15) and (16), we have to construct an individual IS PDF and to perform an independent IS run for evaluation of an individual P f ½m l (l k ), as shown in section ''Direct sampling-based solving method,'' and we have to construct n ML 3 n EU IS PDFs and we have to carry out n ML 3 n EU independent IS runs. If an individual IS run requires N IS samples, we need (n ML 3 n EU ) 3 N IS samples in order to estimate the MF of imprecise relia- Next, we will analyze the common characteristics associated with f X (xjm l (l k ), s)(k = 1, 2, . . . , n ML ; l = 1, 2, . . . , n EU ) in equation (10) , and then we will propose an improved IS method to circumvent the difficulties in the traditional IS method when solving
Improved IS method
As discussed in equation (1), we are coping with the situation with normal independent system inputs with aleatory uncertainties defined by PDFs f X (xjm, In order to estimate P f ½m l (l k )(k = 1, 2, . . . , n ML ; l = 1, 2, . . . , n EU ) in equation (10) using IS method, we can construct a global common IS PDF f
c are the cores of imprecise means m defined by m;MF m (m, m c , m) and p is the scaled parameter. The choice for the scaled parameter p is very crucial to the proposed improved IS method. Increasing the standard deviation can lead to enhance the probability that the IS PDF samples will fall into the failure domain. This indicates that f Ã X (xjm Ã , s Ã ) uses the cores of m as mean vector but has the augmented standard deviation vector due to the usage of the scaled parameter p compared with f X (xjm l (l k ), s)(k = 1, 2, . . . , n ML ; l = 1, 2, . . . , n EU ). Thus, employing f Ã X (xjm Ã , s Ã ) as the IS PDF can produce more failure samples for P f ½m l (l k )(k = 1, 2, . . . , n ML ; l = 1, 2, . . . , n EU ) than f X (xjm l (l k ), s) at the same sample size when coping with general situation that failure is determined by extreme values of variables. Since we have constructed the global common IS PDF for all P f ½m l (l k ) (k = 1, 2, . . . , n ML ; l = 1, 2, . . . , n EU ), and thus only a set of IS PDF samples generated by f
In order to construct the IS PDF, the traditional IS method needs to solve the design points beforehand. As shown in section ''Traditional IS method,'' we have to perform n ML 3 n EU independent traditional IS runs for evaluation of MF b(m) (b(m), b c (m), b(m)), which may be prohibitive. However, constructing the proposed IS PDF is more easier, and only an IS run is needed to
. It is noted that the improved IS method is similar to the one developed in the work by Yuan. 53 In the work by Yuan 53 the weighted approach (analogous to the improved IS) is employed to estimate the function of the failure probability with respect to the imprecise distribution parameters defined by the interval variables. In this work, the improved IS method is employed to solve the UA of the failure probability or the reliability index with respect to the imprecise distribution parameters defined by the fuzzy sets. In addition, the improved IS method is employed to solve the SAI for individual imprecise distribution parameter m i .
Proposed IS-based procedure
Based on the proposed improved IS method in section ''Improved IS method,'' we will provide detailed procedure to estimate (4) and S i in equation (5) . Detailed steps are summarized as follows 1. Construct the global common IS PDF as f 1, 5) , where s 2 , . . . , s n ) are standard deviation vector of aleatory variables X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n ), and p is the scaled parameter. 2. Generate N IS independent IS samples
, and evaluate performance function in equation (1) corresponding to x l (l = 1, . . . , N IS ) to obtain a set of input-output IS PDF samples (x l , g(x l ))(l = 1, . . . , N IS ). 3. Based on IS method in equation (15), (10) is estimated by equation (17)
where f X (xjm l (l k ), s) is the PDFs of aleatory uncertainties X with m =m l (l k ); x l (l = 1, . . . , N IS ) represents the lth IS PDF sample generated by f In order to estimate S i defined by equation (5), we have to estimate the MF for imprecise reliability index on condition that
Repeat the steps 1-4 of the proposed IS-based method and using the same set of input-output IS PDF samples in step 2 can estimate
Finally, S i can be estimated by the same set of input-output IS PDF samples without any additional evaluations of the performance function.
It is important to note that the computational cost involved in the proposed method consists of evaluations of the performance function at the x l (l = 1, . . . , N IS ) to obtain a set of the input-output IS PDF samples (x l , g(x l ))(l = 1, . . . , N IS ), as shown in step 2. In addition, S i (i = 1, . . . , n; i 6 ¼ j) for other epistemic variables can also be estimated using the same set of IS PDF samples (x l , g(x l ))(l = 1, . . . , N IS ). Thus, compared with the direct sampling-based procedure in section ''Direct sampling-based solving method,'' the proposed method requires fewer evaluations of performance function and lower computational cost.
It is noted that the proposed UA and SA only fit the specific system where the system inputs have aleatory uncertainties defined by the normal variables with the Gaussian distributions and the means of the Gaussian inputs have epistemic uncertainties defined by the fuzzy sets. Also, the improved IS method is only suitable for the case where the standard deviations of the Gaussian inputs are constants.
Examples
All examples have the following setting: the number of ML is 10, that is, n ML = 10, and MLl k (1, 2, . . . , n ML ) takes values asl k = (k À 1)=(n ML À 1)(k = 1, . . . , n ML ); and the number of values of epistemic uncertain imprecise mean m at eachl k is 100,000, that is, n EU = 10 5 ; and the number of IS PDF samples is denoted by N IS .
Basic idea of the proposed improved IS method
We employ a simple example to explain basic principle of the proposed improved IS method. The limit state function is given as follows: y = g(x) = x, where x is a normal system input, that is, f X (x);N(m,
2 ). Here, mean m is imprecise and has epistemic uncertainty, and we use a fuzzy set with membership function MF m (m, m c , m) = MF m (2, 3:5, 5) to define its uncertainty.
At
, where A ' B means that set A contains set B. We focus on m(l 1 ) due to the fact that all m(l k )(k = 2, . . . , 10) are contained by m(l 1 ). Now, uniformly generate the samples
For the sake of simplicity, we give three IS PDFs as f 3:5, 4) . Figure 3 gives the comparison of the PDFs f X (xjm l (l 1 ), s)(l = 1, . . . , n EU ) and previous three IS PDFs. The zones with shade are formed by f X (xjm l (l 1 ), s)(l = 1, . . . , n EU ). As shown in Figure  3 , the region less than zero for three IS PDFs are larger than ones for f X (xjm l (l 1 ), s)(l = 1, . . . , n EU ). Thus, employing the IS PDFs can generate more failure samples than f X (xjm l (l 1 ), s)(l = 1, . . . , n EU ) at the same sample size. In addition, all P f ½m l (l 1 )(l = 1, . . . , n EU ) can be estimated by the global common IS PDF through only one set of input-output IS PDF samples.
A nonlinear limit state function Figure 4 gives the convergence of the estimated results for S i (i = 1, 2, 3) with the increasing IS PDF sample, that is, N IS , in which the abscissa and vertical coordinates represent the number of the IS PDF samples and the estimated results of 1, 2, 3) . For the sake of convenience, they are shown by a log transformation. As shown in Figure 4 , we can find that the estimated results of S i (i = 1, 2, 3) converge to the same ones for different p. Table 1 summarizes the estimated results of the SAI by the proposed method. In order to show the accuracy and the advantages of the proposed method, the direct sampling-based solving method defined in section ''Direct sampling-based solving method'' is also employed to solve this example. The number of the Monte Carlo (MC) samples for equation (10) It is noted that all the items can be evaluated by the improved IS method through the same set of inputoutput samples from the global common IS PDF. The results reveal that m 3 is the most important parameter on the system output performance, followed by m 2 and m 1 . Besides, the results reveal that the mathematical properties 1 and 2 (in section ''Discussion on the SA indicator'') hold. A 10-bar truss structure Consider a 10-bar truss structure depicted in Figure 8 . The length L of the horizontal and vertical bars is . The elastic modulus of the material E (unit: kN/cm 3 ), applied loads (unit: kN) P i (i = 1, 2, 3), and admissible maximal vertical displacement v max of node 2 (unit: cm) are independent normal system inputs with aleatory uncertainties as listed in Table 2 , and their means are imprecise and have epistemic uncertainties defined by fuzzy set with MFs as follows :25) . Based on the global common IS PDF, Figure 9 illustrates the convergence of the estimated results of S i (i = 1, 2, . . . , 5) with the increasing IS PDF samples for different values of scale parameter p. 
Conclusion
It is common for the practical applications with the mixture of the aleatory and epistemic uncertainties due to the fact that the available data are usually too lacking to determine the precise distribution parameters. In this article, the system inputs with aleatory uncertainties are defined by PDFs, and the imprecise mean with epistemic uncertainties is defined by fuzzy sets with MFs. UA for the system with such a mixed situation is investigated, and SA of the output performance with respect to imprecise mean with epistemic uncertainties is investigated. An improved IS method is developed to solve the UA and SA. Examples show that the proposed model and method is rational, in which the results can provide scientific guide for the relevant engineers.
